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A variety of functions aimed at stimulating and supporting 

industrial development are assigned to public or private industrial 

institutions.    They arc- -.UTTOUK;  only the nost  important or key ones 

can be considered at a brief workshop such as this.    Understandably 

each function and it6 institutions,  such as those for transfer of 

technology,  for financing, for training, and for consultancy has 

individual feature?.    These have been described  in some detail  in 

Chapter V of the document "Institutional Infrastructure for Indust- 

rial Development'r(UNIDC/lGIS 36)  and will be considered more intens- 

ively in other papers and discussions of the present Workshop,  dealing 

with particular functions and  their institutions. 

The processes of each of these functions are well established 

and are subject to little controversy.   But they do not take place 

automatically.    They must be implemented through various institutional 

devices.    In asking how well any function is promoting or supporting 

industry, we must therefore begin by analyzing and evaluating the 

pattern and Drogranmos and actions of the institutions charged  with 

carrying out that lunática.    AJ.1  industrial   ir.sLitutions, regardless 

of function, have certain common features and problems, and a number 

of major concepts can be apnlied in measuring their performance as 

tools to assist industry. 

* 
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Although economic development requires many and varied function» 

and institut!one, thia paper concerns iteelf only with thoae which 

are designed to promote and sprvice Industrial development. Por 

simplicity, therefore, the terms "functions" and "institutions" will 

often be used ns abbreviations for "industrial (service) functions 

or institution«". 

A. Underlying Concepts 

An Industrial function or institution does not exist for itself i 

It ha» valve only to the extent that it supports and promotes indust- 

rialisation.    This seems to be the basic thought which should guide 

any analysis, and it sets tha measurement which should be applied. 

There is no value in the transfer of technology or in a scientific 

laboratory, an industrial development loan, or a vocational training 

institute, except as each represents a service which can be used in 

national development.   Yet it is all too easy to lose sight of this 

and to concentrate upon a function or an institution as having a life 

and importance of its own, divorced from that fundamental reason for 

existence. 

In each country a number of national decisions Are made, or need 

to be made, as to the amount, types, location and timing of industri- 

alisation.    These decisions should then determine the kinds of functions 

and institutions needed.    For example, a policy of concentrating on 

widespread small scale industry requires completely different industrial 

support institutions than does a policy emphasizing a limited number 

^ 



of larpe rubile manufacturing  plants.    The technology,   financing, 

skills and  advice ned ed  will depend on the  tyv>e of industry. 

"nfortunately in many countries a nur.hr r of institutions have 

been created to carry out promotional or «upsort functions hefore any 

clear national ir.chistrinl  policy  has buon set.    Reasons for  this indurle 

laCK of clear thinking,   ar.bitions of certain officiale,  ever, r.is/uiàed 

advice and assistance froir. outside.    As a result, nost devolopirig 

countries ou»,ht to take   a hroañ and critical   "Look at  their various 

institutions,  revising   then, tc ensure  that tae.y really are designed 

ir.d operntinf   to supply trie functions needed  ty current and   planned 

industry. 

?rr.r. all this a second ma.ior concept becorcps clear:    a country's 

pattern of industrial institutions should V unique to that country, 

since each nation's  resources,  rta/e of indi.strisi development, and 

industrial   Jevclopner:t  rtrof'.raines are different from those  of any 

other.    Tri cocuiier.tr. and  workshops Mich er:phasic; has beer  placed upon 

what each, country can learn fro- others  — \r,á rightly so.     Nonetheless, 

cdir.d c^pyinf should be avoioed,  .md that which is loaned  cr iorrowed 

ir.ust be  intelligently ade--ted  to specific  national conditions. 

Perhaps ••-m. th.er concept,   or at least a warning,   is Ve  i importance 

of realism,   .-.vr. as tcor.ordc  planners should   try to keep their roals 

and  prc.ectr. wit'.in the  c: oacity  tc ach."eve,   institutions must set 

their scovie ;mc:  programme's realistically,  cor.H:erin^ not only the 

functions needed  n.-vi  tie  s\?c ano variety of industry to be  .-.erved, 

but tve  'nst i tétions'  own  in termi ability tc deliver services.    As 

an cxf.rrole,  a financing   'r.stitation ray not nevd a $1C0,CC0,C00 loan 
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capacity during its beginning year«, nor should an extension servio« 

recruit 1,000 field workers unless it has the ability to train and 

supervise then and has idsntified industrial neede to utilize them. 

The managers of institutions have a special responsibility to point 

out such realities to politicians, outside consultants, industrial 

promoters, and others who r.cy have fine intentilo br.t insufficient 

information or judgment* 

Somewhat akin to this is an appreciation of timing.   Industrial 

Institutions have a delioate task of making their oorvices available 

precisely when needed by Industry — or even slightly before, but 

certainly not later.   This is stost obviously seen in the function of 

training.   A number of developing countries have constructed large 

industrial projects, only to discover as the plants neared completion 

that the required lengthy training of skilled production workers would 

not be completed by the time the physical facilities Mere ready.   Yet 

we can also recognise that functions such as industrial information 

or extension may be promotional, and their services often should be 

marte available even before a need for them sesme to exist.    Each insti» 

tutlon has to determine the appropriate timing for its function and 

make that timing a key factor in its programme and its oí-i institutional 

development. 

An institution cannot satisfy these concepts and fulfill its 

role effectively if it Is passive and merely reacts to industry or 

to development plans.   A proper iniuetrial service institution has to 

provide dynamic leadership to industry.    It must anticipate needs, saek 

\ 
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new alternative?, expriment imaginatively, break old habite and custom, 

In short, it must be an agent of changa and innovation.    Otherwise, 

why should it exist? 

B.   Structural Concepts 

Another ) .imr.ry concept to be ap lied in analyzing  iny industrial 

institution is that it must bo part of_a total system.   Even as these 

institutions do not exist exwopi. ia t^üer to -.¿¿-vice industry, none 

of them are isolated units.    The functions and activities of each of 

the» affect or are of footed by those of othsrs.    As examples, consult- 

ancy interacts v?ith f int-r.cins of bettor equipaent or with better train- 

ing of employees i export prcto-ion is¡ dependent on standardization and 

quality control, which in tur-* requires traircad nanagement.   In other 

words, effective s*rvicirft to induriry by institutions is a joint or 

team effort.    Thia is unfortunately not always the actuality in some 

developing countries. 

As implied earlier, this nyatorn of rational industrial functional 

institutions should be, balanced.    The great danger in the usual history 

of building these institutions iü th?t KC seo a need or an opportunity 

for establishing or expanding ono of then, but we fail to study whether 

this will caute over<<e5"M r~ u^Hlpnc»,    7.Î ws consider the institutions 

in our own countries, a3mcst certainly we will recognize that some of 

those institutions aro larger or more efficient or better financed than 

others, or than perhaps they n-?cd to be.   As a result, industrial devel- 

opment moves ahead in a rapped fashion, with some functions overstim- 

ulated and supported while others are underactive. 

\ 
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One reason for this,to be watched and corrected, is that mtst 

Industrial functions in developing countries are carried out by insti- 

tutions which are parts of government's administration, but are scattered 

among a number of ministries, departments, and directorates.    Some, 

euch as development corporations, are parastatal or quasi-independent. 

Vocational training is often part of tM Ministry of Education, trans- 

fer of technology within a Ministry of Scientific Research, industrial 

financing affiliated with the Ministry of Finanoe,    No one official 

short of the Prime Minister or Chief of State, not even a Minister of 

Industry, has the breadth and responsibility to view all industrial 

functions and institutions as a total system, to see the weak spots, 

and to achieve balance. 

Closely associated with the need for a balanced system is the 

concept of coordination or .íoint programe action.   Hot only should 

industrial support be a cohesive single system with no one institution 

notably weaker or stronger than the rest, in carrying out their assigned 

functions and setting their range and ecope of programme, institutions 

obviously should be linked.   The ideal situation, probably never to 

be expected, would be to have all industrial institutions in all func- 

tions Jointly prepare a working programme which they could present as 

a unity to the planning and budgeting authorities.    More practioally, 

ono can enquire RB to ths degree to which these Institutions really 

talk to one another and consult as to future plans and current actions. 

Very few countries have interministerial industrial development councils 

or committees where this can take place. 
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Much more effort can be put into exploring joint programmes and 

especially into the possibilities of linkage and Joint use of field 

staff.    Among the more obvious examples of need for this are the re- 

training or upgrading of industrial workers as a follow-up of consult- 

ancy, and the financing of pilot plants as part of the process of 

transfer of technology.    Cases auch as this call for Integrated action 

by several service institutions from several functions. 

In some developing countries institutional staff In one ministry 

are actively discouraged or prohibited from talking *ith those in 

another.    The usual requirement that interministerial communication 

be channelled through directors-general, permanent secretaries, or 

even ministers effectively blocks this needed consultation.   Instead, 

governments ought to inßist t!«it all senior etaff of each industrial 

institution meet and talk directly with those in other institutions 

frequently, frankly, and fruitfully. 

Within recent years some large bureaucracies, industrial and gov- 

ernmental, in severa] of the more fully developed countries, have 

begun to experiment with a concept known as the "project team".    This 

draws together specialists from Rêverai functions and assigns them 

joint responsibility for completely carrying out a single project. 

The project may be the establishment, construction, and Btart-up of 

a large factory, or the setting up of a multi-functional service pro- 

gramme, or the initiation of large-scale economic development of an 

empty region, or any of many other new activities.    The essential is 

\ 
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that those who have the needed expertise and contacts are thus pooled 

directly, not scattered among a number of institutions which are bureau- 

era ti cally remote from one another»   While less developed countries 

with limited personnel may not always be able to set up large or full- 

time project teams of this sort, they may at least be able to create 

part-time temporary lnter-institutioruu. task forces charlad with full 

responsibility for furthering particular industrial développant project*. 

To be successful, all this requires that the range of respons- 

ibility of each inetitution (and of each official within the institution) 

be clearly specified at a very early stage.   Admitted that in some 

developing countries there is a dangerous tendency for "sticking to 

the- rule book" A*»¿ for officials to seek the safety of written restrict- 

ive regulations and job descriptions.   Nonetheless, especially in a 

new country, where officials may be inexperienced and precedents are - 

not yet bull*- up, it seems safer to clarify areas of responsibility« 

Ve might note that those African countries which have followed tha 

French code system of administration are usually in a more favourable 

pesiti on in this respect than are those which are following the more 

flexible and vague British administrative practices.   Even where the 

original duties and responsibilities of each institution are rather 

clearly specified in law or ministerial regulation, reallocations have 

to be expected as time goes on and conditions change.    The planning 

authorities, Ministry of Finance, or Council of Ministers have a res- 

ponsibility to monitor this and to keep definitions up to date and 

duties assigned or reassigned to the proper institutions. 

\ 
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On« concept which cannot be emphasized too istrongly to the smaller 

or least developed countrien ia the neru for pimpllclty In Institu- 

tional etructure.    At the early lévele of national industrialiration 

there is no need for a complex institutional structure such as that 

found in Egypt or India or Yugoslavia, lot alona the USSR, USA, or 

Japan.   Thij concept of simplicity ;r.n be applied at two levels, to 

minimise the number of (a) institutions, and (b) individuals. 

Any developing country has to upjly :. ti-ir^nt birth control to 

Its institutions.    No nev industrial service institution ought to be 

created, and no e?:iatir.g programo ourçht to be broadened, except after 

rigorous enquiry to irnk<¿ dure that A.ho proposed functional activities 

are not already beine; partorir/.: 1, or cannot V-i performed ~ effectively ~ 

by some existing institution.    Othoriiee a duplication and waste of 

scarce resources would result.    That enquiry should take the form of 

a feasibility study tveh a 3 i¿ cpnerally mado prior to the establish- 

ment of a new induetrial plant, and it definitely nhould include a 

cost-benefit analysis. 

We must face the fact that in VAS average tirali and least developed 

country the supply of Manorial rkil7.n, industrial specialist tech- 

nicians, and public budRot resource* ara BO limited that the number 

of individual depaH—^rt". divisine, or Institutions needs to be 

restricted.    For example, it is more important for a minimally indus- 

trialized country to hwe a single strong ami broad-thinking development 

bank than several weak and badly BíaíT-^d  institutions each financing 

some narrow sector such an   irall ln-itntry,  paraotatal Industry, 
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agro-industry, industrial cooperatives, etc.   Ae a side benefit, 

programme coordination may thus be improved by organizational simpli- 

fication. 

Structural simplicity is also necessary within institutions to 

fit and utilise the limited number of qualified officials available. 

One is horrified when visiting industrial institutions in the smaller 

countries to see the number of •'sections" composed solely of a section 

head, with little or no technical or secretarial support.   Obviously 

this is a device to confer prestige and higher salary on that individual. 

Other ways might be found to do that.   The proliferation of these 

phantom sections creates a cumbersome bureaucracy.    It makes super- 

vision and coordination difficult.    It loads these scarce technical 

specialists with unnecessary administrative duties and paperwork as 

section chiefs, thus diverting their time from the Industrial programme 

service for which they are presumably Qualified and wanted.    At times 

one wishes that all of a country's 50 or 100 or more industrial service 

specialists might be stationed in one big office room, as a single 

all-function industrial support institution, to provide industry with 

one point of contact and to encourage those officials to consult and 

work jointly rather than separately. 

Perhaps this would not be completely desirable, however, becauce 

many of those officials ought not to be sitting in any office at all. 

They ought to be out among industrial plants and shops, among entre- 

preneurs and workers.    If institutions and their staff exist only to 

service industrial- development, that cannot be done effectively within 

I 
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the ivory towor of an office.    And it cannot bo done alone by even 

the most experienced and dedicated institutional officers.    Effective«» 

ness of any industrial institution requires the fullest contact with, 

and participation by, industry iÍBelf.    This has »eversi aapecta. 

No institution and no group of officialo can by itself estimate 

completely   .id accurately tho needs of industry, especially for the 

future.    Many of these needs are unique to a particular plant, or thty 

are Budden, as when blockages ocrur in a production line,    Others 

are va#rue, as in planning for new producta or for plant expaneion. 

Often entrepreneurs, management, or workera are too Inexperienced 

or too close to daily operations to sens« where thoy need help.    It 

is commonly said of industrial consultancy that the first problem 

to be faced by a consultant is to identify the real problem or problema 

to be aolved.    In the same way, institutions far too often spend their 

effort trying to ¿cal with what they imagine are the needa of industry, 

before consulting with industry as to what in fact those needs are. 

The institution cannot rely pascively on industry coming to it, 

for a number of reasons.    Small or new institutions are usually located 

in the national capital, whil* industry, especially small industry, 

may be spread far away throughout the country.    Aa we shall not«, 

industry often lacks information as to Us oervl.coB an inatitution 

can provide.    In many countries entrepreneurs, especially email-scale 

onea, hesitate  to deal with iureaucraey.    Tribal and linguistic barriera 

may be other constraint!?.    All in all, it is cloar that any institution 
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must take ita services to industry and sell them.    Where the number 

of staff allows, regional officeB or village posting And visita for 

officiale can facilitate outreach to industry and enable the insti- 

tution better to recognize variations in types of induatry and needs 

in the different parts of the country.   We tnight note in passing that 

plant visits PTd other methods of getUng the institutions bureau- 

crats out directly into industry can serve a vital ropLe in giving them 

the practical knowledge which is essential if they Are to be able to 

serve industry effectively. 

especially in a country with a very amali amount of industry, 

person« skilled in various aspects of industry's needs are in very 

short supply.   They must be identified and used very carefully.    Many 

of those knowledgeable persons are working in industry rather than in 

service institutions.    Hence the institutions need to supplement their 

own staff capability by drawing heavily on resource» of skills fro« 

industry.    As examples,  this is the practice in virtually all countrim» 

in setting industrial standards, as well as in training through appren- 

ticeship. 

The institutions themselves would benefit greatly if they could 

establish some temporary interchange of personnel from industry into 

the institutions as well as outward tc industry.   While differing salary 

and promotion structures, as well as confidentiality of enterprise data, 

make for some difficulties, this is an area whore effort and imagination 

could produce major practical advantages.    (In passing, we might note 

that a similar exchange of staff from one institution to another could 

also be stimulating.) 

\ 
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Another sector from v/hich industrial Institutions can draw resources 

is from the universities or other institutes of higher education and 

research.    Until recent years there was a tendency to regard univers- 

ities and their peraonnsl as impractical.    But it is now notable that 

in nearly all developing countries, ao well as in the more developed 

ones, the u iversities are being ac .*! to participate rather heavily 

in economic development functions.    There is a growing interchange 

as econoaists ore dr¿wn fron the claesrocm to ministries cf finance, 

development banks, and planning commiesiono, an'l aa civil servants 

from those Institutions are n.s!:ed to tocóme part-time professors.    In 

a number of countries university laboratorieo are the centers for study 

of transfer of technology, the devclopnent of indigenous technology, 

and the testing of industrial product and quality improvement.   Univers- 

ities aro beginning to train industrial managers and to recognise the 

need for fitting their technical graduates for industrial employment. 

More and more univern.Uy staff numbers aro being employed as consult- 

ants in a variety of Industria}, sarvlco functions.    All this is desirable, 

as a means for mobilising all of the nation's expert!ce in the effort 

toward economic development, and at the same time keeping its academicians 

aware of the practical realities of that d'îvelop.-nent, 

We tend to think of industrie! servieirp s<3 the transfer of expertise 

and/or resources from an institution to an industrial enterprise, 

whether large or small.   Yet most developing countries actually have 

situations in which such service transfer can also take place within 

\ 
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or among industry itself,    The cooperative movement is an example of 

this, encouraging a pooling and sharing of resources, skills, and 

efforts.   Apprenticeship is a transfer of knowledge from more exper- 

ienced workers to new trainees;  the saw is true of in-plant training 

ae a part of vocational education. 

One characteristic of most developing countries is an industrial 

dualism, with a few very large plants, usually in state or foreign 

ownership, and a mass o.' v«ry small industrial shops, usually privately 

owned and managed.    Few countries have yet explored the possibilities 

and responsibilities of assistance from the larger plants to the 

smaller ones.    Simplification and transfer of technology, basic train- 

ing in the various aspects of management, and consultancy are all 

possible functions for this.    As one entrepreneur recently said, "Those 

of us who 'have it made* now have a responsibility toward those who 

are 'trying to make it'".    In some countries large industry is sub- 

contracting as much as possible to small plants,  providing financing 

and production help along with purchase of the sub-product.    All this 

suggests that a new function for industrial institutions, especially 

in the least developed countries, may be to marshal and encourage greater 

services by ir us trial enterprises to   ne another. 

Participation by consumers in industrial activity and institutions 

may seem to be uncommon in the lens developed countries.    Yet if we 

substitute the word "buyers" for consumers, it becomes clear that they 

play a vital role in industry,  for without thoir purchases production 

would have to grind to a halt.    This neans that if institutions are to 

\ 
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be realistic in ««eh aotions as decidi«« what kinds of production 

to finane«, what standard«, to enforce, what mark«ti to exploit, they 

clearly need buyer or consumer input. 

This input will be needed from two rather different consumer 

interests.    One is the domestic market, which may be concerned with 

a number o„ basic and inexpensive jut solid producta.   The other 

market, for export, may want talk shipments of semi-finished goods, 

or very cheap simple consumption goode such as textile products, or 

agro-Industrial products, or exotic handicrafts.   In any of these 

alternatives, the for*iffn ouvert will be explicit as to exactly what 

they want.    In planning to meet those demands local industry could 

use assistance from institutions.   In that assistance, cooperation 

and even participation from committed or potential foreip purchasers 

would be helpful.    Greater thought needs to be given to ways in *hich 

those purchasers could be drawn into industrial service functions, 

from the earliest stages of contact and negotiation.   The results will 

be a better product, greater satisfaction, and better chancy for 

additional purchases. 

If industry and all other concerned parties are to participate 

in the planning and work of an institution,  obviously they need information 

regarding the institution's existence, functions, and activity,    securing 

this may not be a ma.br problem for the relatively sophisticated manners 

of large public corporations, or for member« of the capital city c!ia*bsr 

of commerce or industry.    They probably are well aware of the institution 

t 
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a.id what it can do to serve then.    But the small industrialist or 

trade union officer out in the provides may never have heard of the 

institution or may have no i den what it could do to help him.    Many 

institutions make insufficient use of newspaper and radio publicity. 

Even that is not a sufficient substitute for personal contact.    Sine« 

institution st.-.ff are usually too few   o visit all the s ill industrial 

plant« throughout the country, village or regional meetings for par- 

ticular types of Industrial personnel nay be needed to spread informa- 

tion.    In many countries the machinery of the national political move- 

ment could well be enlisted for this purpose. 

Another group who find it difficult to secure information about 

the services available from industrial institutions are foreigners 

interested in investing, selling equipment, or purchasing manufact- 

ured goods.    If they are trying to do these acts from overseas,  they 

usually do not know to whom they should wrltej if they are visiting 

the developing country they have little idea which office to consult 

or where it is located.   Even if some types of chambers of commerce 

or industry exist, their names and scope of interests vary.    Also, 

•any of these chambers in the least industrialized countries are weak 

and do not themselves have sufficient information to assist the enquirers. 

Often there is a national industrial doveiopment corporation, but 

frequently that corporation is primarily interested in its own large 

subsidiary enterprises and has little concern or knowledge about smaller 

industry or the private sector. 
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What is desirable in most developing countries is a small 

"industrial information centre" which can intelligently and helpfully 

serve to receive enquiries, know exactly which service inetitutionB 

should deal with them, confirn this by telephone or letter, and facil- 

itate putting the enquirer into r»irect contact with exactly the officials 

who can help.    You will notice that this is somewhat different from 

the traditional  technical information service for industry.    Instead, 

it is a simplified version of the "one-stop sprvice office" as devel- 

oped in the Republic of Korea and elsewhere.    The essential is to 

provide a single  knowledgeable" spot to which both local and foreign 

industrial enquirers can first go, with some who known enough about 

all the industrial institutions and their functions and services to 

put the enquirer immediately into contact with, the specific one which 

is appropriate. 

3.    Psychological Concepts 

Analysis of industrial institutions is not complete if it nercly 

deals with organisât i onal or administrative concepts,  or with special- 

ised technical concepts such as are  to be considered  in other Workshop 

paoers and  sessions.    There are also several psychological concepts 

which we should at least notice.    These will vary somewhnt from country 

to country and from function to function, but to the extent that all 

men and women in  industry and  institutions are human beings, the concepts 

have some general applicability. 

> 
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Perhaps tho moat e on trover« i al of these psychological concepts 

Is that of equity.    To a certain degree, «apeelolly in a competitive 

world, equity nay not be dreired by industrialiste or workers.    Many, 

if not all, would like institutions to favour them even at th« expense 

of others.    In reality wo know that in most countries, developing or 

developed, certain industrial establishments or groupings are likely 

to receive especially favourable treatment from service a¡:d regulatory 

institutions, particularly from governmental bodies,    In part this Is 

based on relationships of friendship, family, tribe, or politioal 

support. 

To a very Risseable extent, however, some favouritism in financing, 

locating, or otherwiea servicing Industry can be Justified on other 

grounds.   Nearly all countries have areas or persons presently less 

advanced economically or socially than others.    As a result, programmes 

art established to stimulate industrial growth in those areas, or to 

assist those persons in becoming more active in industry.    Thsrs is 

an element of present favouritism, as wall as of ultimata equality, 

in moat national programmes designed for spreading industry from the 

capital oity to the provinces, or for industrial training of rural or 

depressed youth, or for preferential government purchasing from cottage 

industries.    This sometimes produces dilemmas, AS when a firs receiving 

special support from .-a:: ..„ Istituti uns because it is a small industry 

becomes Just successful enough to move into the category of a med lum- 

ai sed industry, and immediately loses all that special support. 

\ 
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Despite all this, we have to remember that the industrial service 

institution is part of a system of development for the nation as a 

whole.    The rising expectations of the New Economic Order are supposed 

to be for the entire population,  not merely one group or class or 

region or tribe.    Factors such as post-independence nationalism and 

indigenous socialism contribute to this feeling that all have a right 

to share in the expected economic ?nd social improvements, a feeling 

which is commonly expressed in political speeches and  in planning 

documents.    Hence some concept of equity needs to be embodied in the 

programme targets of any institution. 

Another psychological concept which is important when analysing 

the effectiveness of these institutions is that of satisfaction. This 

takes a number of forms.    One is the morale or satisfaction shown by 

the institution's own personnel.    Without considering in detail this 

complex subject, we can note that the extremes of high and low morale 

do have a major impact on service effectiveness.    Highly motivated 

and satisfied staff will push vigorously to serve industry end usually 

will achieve fine results» staff with low morale will act sluggishly 

and carelessly and will achieve little or nothing.   Although morale 

in public institutions is often coi sidered to be uniform throughout 

an entire civil service, there is abundant evidence in institutions 

in the less developed countries that the quality of leadership within 

the individual institution and the personality of its director are 

really the crucial factors. 

\ 
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The satisfaction «ivan by the institution to the national planning 

organ(a) is also of considerable importance.   Ita reputa+ion with the 

planner« oan have a major effect in decisions regarding the respons- 

lbilitieB to be laid on the institution and the resources which are 

to be allocated to it.   That reputation will depend on two factor»i 

(a) the degree to which the institution carries out the iunotion« 

assigned to it in each development plan, and (b) the degree of day-by- 

day rapport which exists between the industrial inatitution and the 

planner«.   In many developing countries there are complaint« that the 

institution« are not sufficiently admitted to participation in plan 

preparation.    This may wsll be true, yet it can Is valuable to explore 

whether the institutions themselves make an effort to talk with the 

planner», to Infor» the latter of institution proposais, need«, and 

programmes, and thus to align them more favourably toward the inatitution«. 

Mueh the aane comments could be made regarding building satis- 

faction on the part of political peraonalities.   While each director 

of an industria institution can concentrate on a single function, 

the politician has to conaider a wide range.   The latter mist spread 

hie time, interest, and information rather widely i hence he may have 

little knowledge of what a particular institution does or needs.    This 

means that the politic im V- evaluation of the institution nay result 

fro« o nance, from the complaint of a single constituent or fro« noticing 

* «ingle unsuccessful project i or more favourably, from on« happy visit 

to a plant or cooperative or «chool.   The remedy, a« with the planner«. 
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is for the institution to take active measures to ke.ep itself more 

steadily within the politician's span of attention, to build a more 

intimât« relationship which hopefully will Increase satisfaction and 

support. 

When all is said and done, however, the most important satisfaction 

to bs sought by these institutions is that of industry itself.    One 

of the most obvious ways in which that can be assessed is through the 

extent to which industry use3 and rc-usc3 an institution's services. 

As in any business, the satisfied customer will return again and will 

pass on recommendation to others.    Not all institutions seem to collect 

and publicise statistics as to the actual use of their services.    Those 

who ars analyzing and evaluating the effectiveness of an institution 

can properly demand such statistics and review them objectively. 

Yet industry's satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the work of 

an industrial institution is to be measured by much more than raw 

numbers of loans granted, mechanics trained, hours of consultancy. 

"Why" and "why not" arc as important as "how much"} so are the alterna- 

tives which industry might prefer to existing programmes.    This means 

that machinery must be provided to ->upply "feedback" from industry. 

In most developing countries institution officiala conscientiously 

try to senfcj informally what industry wants and needs.   The difficulty, 

however,  is that there is only a rudimentary unorganized structure 

through which they can secure that feedback.    Often the chambers of 

industry and commerce are not fully representative of industry, es- 

pecially of small industry.    Those chambers do not always sense 

\ 
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eoouretely the feelings of industry or «xprees auch feelings fully 

and honestly to the institutions.   Similarly, few official political 

parti« have developed or encouraged the types of eelf-criticism 

which sight reveal defects in public industry. 

Direct feedback fro« workers le almost unknown in »est develop- 

ing countries, where unionisation is unually rare and wet.;;.    It is 

understandable that the workers in industry, whose livelihood depends 

on it and who are esaential participants in its production proceseee, 

should be consulted as much as possible in matters concerning indus- 

trial development and servicing.    Yet in nractice some industrial 

servioee lend themselves to worker input more than others.   Worker 

opinions and participation say be cruoial in functions suoh as training 

and consultancy, hslpful in the detailed application of transfer of 

technology but not in its experimental or theoretical aspects» and 

of little applicability in the function of industrial financing.   Much 

depends on the sophistication of the vorkers or their representatives, 

upon the ways in which worker ideae are fitted into the servicing process, 

and upon the creation of a feeling that the workers are being consulted 

and informed, even if their practical input may be somewhat small. 

Vorksrs will then be more able to understand and accept innovations 

suggested by the inetitutions. 

There seems to be no single satisfactory way of ensuring adequate 

feedback from the various sources deeirable, but a number of devices 

do enable limited or partial reaction.   Some institutions have governing 
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boards with industry representation.    Many have advisory boards or 

committees drawn from industry or from particular sectors thereof, 

or froir universities or the  public.    Mention has earlier been made 

of technical committees to pre ¡are standards.    Plant visits and con- 

sultations supply .some industry opinions a3 to institution services. 

Despiti their limitations, ali these devices and others seem 

the best we have, and their use ought to be encouraged.    If any 

feedback is to be of value,  however, it must be honest and construct- 

ive.    It must also be accented and  utilized.    In any assessment of 

an institution, enquiry needs to be made as to exactly what feedback 

has been sought and received, .and what changes have been made as a 

result of it.    Fundamentally such feedback and its use will be most 

valuable if it results from two-way trust and cooperation:    from 

institutions desiring to help industry as practically as possible, 

and from industry desiring to gain practical benefits from institutional 

services. 

k.    Concepts as (Questions to Help Analysis 

No addquate checklist has ever been devised for use in the analysis 

of how well industrial institutions are carrying out their functions. 

In view of 'he variety of function!  and the differences among countries 

and their industrial conditions and needs,  it is improbable that any 

such checklist could be of more than limited value,    nonetheless the 

concepts which have been broupht forth on the preceding pages suggest 

Coals which we mipht expect most institutions to target, and questions 
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which might reasonably be asked concerning molt institution«.   It 

«ay be helpful, therefore, by way of summary, to reátate thoae 

ooncepts in question formi 

1. Ha» tha institution been created from national thinking and 

culture, or does it copy an institution in some other country? 

2. Exaovly what are ite function«, and what need(e> of the 

national industry is it supposed to be meeting? 

3. What other institutions within the country also have any 

responsibility for the same function or functions? 

b. In what ways does the institution aot to meet immediate 

need«? in what ways is it acting to prepare for ths needs whieh 

industry will face one or two or more years in the future? 

5. What innovations or new ideas for industrial action within 

the country has the institution produced within the past year?   What 

evidence is available to show their acceptance and application by 

industry? 

6. How do ths economic planners and political leaders see ths 

institution's role as part of a total pattern of industrial and 

economic development? 

7. What specific joint action programmes does the institution 

have with oth*r; Indurtrff-.  'r—lcpment Institutional 

8. How does the institution's budget and staffing coapare with 

those of other industrial institutions in the country, and what ars 

the reasons for any differences In scale? 

\ 
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9. In what documents are the functions and responsibilities 

of the institution and of its senior staff members specified?   What 

methods are used to ensure that those specifications are followed? 

10. What actions have been taken, and by whom, within the past 

two or thre* years to review and simplify the institution's organ- 

izational -tructure? 

11. What specific data is available showing the degree to which 

there is participation in tne inßtitute'e programme planning and 

aotionsi    By industry as a whole?   P" appropriate sectors (such as 

small-scale or agro-industry)?   By industrial workers?   By consumers? 

12. In exactly what ways does the institution supply informa- 

tion regarding it» present and planned worki    To industry?   To other 

institutions?   To the political leadership? 

13. What evidence ìB available to show positive effort by the 

institution to provide its services equitably to all industrial enter- 

prises and industrial promoters?   What evidence is available showing 

the ways in which the institution is attempting to spread industrial 

benefits to regions within the nation which are presently less devel- 

oped, or to less privileged groups? 

Ik.    Wh?t data can the institution itself provide as evidence 

of industrial satisfaction with it.» services?   What uata regarding this 

is available from other sources, particularly from industry and its 

workers?    What devices exist to provide!feedback, not only to show 

satisfaction and dissatisfaction but also to supply industry's sug- 

gestions for improvement of the Institution's services? 
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Finally, and overall, I5.    Taking all of tht above into consider- 

ation, ia the institution adequately juatifying ita coat and axiatanoe 

by raally fulfilling ita »notion and meeting soma apacific naede of 

tha nation1 a industry? 

I 
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